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Chairman’s letter
Dear Shareholder
Attached to this letter is the Notice of Meeting (Notice) and Explanatory Notes for the 2021 Annual
General Meeting (Meeting) of the shareholders of the Company (Shareholders).
The Meeting will be held by a virtual meeting only and will be held on Thursday, 28 October 2021
commencing at 2:00pm (AEDT). Please refer to the Instructions on page 8 for further details on how
to participate in the virtual meeting.
The business of the Meeting will be to:
1. receive and consider the Financial Statements, Directors' Report and Auditor's Report of the
Company for the year ended 30 June 2021;
2. adopt the Remuneration Report;
3. re-elect Dr Robert A. Figlin as a non-executive director;
4. increase the aggregate maximum directors’ fee pool to $750,000;
5. approve the grant of 701,719 options to Managing Director and CEO, Dr Andreas Fouras,
under the 4DMedical Long Term Incentive Plan;
6. (a)
(b)
7. (a)
(b)

ratify the prior issue of shares – March 2021 placement (LR 7.1);
ratify the prior issue of shares – April 2021 share purchase plan (LR 7.1);
ratify the prior issue of shares – Tax Exempt Employee Share Plan (LR 7.1); and
provide standing approval for the issue of securities under the Tax Exempt Employee
Share Plan.

You are urged to consider carefully the Notice of Meeting and Explanatory Notes before determining
how you wish to vote on the resolutions.
If you cannot attend the Meeting, please vote online or ensure your paper proxy form is received by
the Company's share registry as soon as possible and in any event by no later than 2:00pm on
Tuesday, 26 October 2021.
Faithfully,

Bruce Rathie
Non-Executive Director and Chairman
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
Notice is given that the 2021 Annual General Meeting of the Shareholders of the Company will be held
by virtual meeting only, on Thursday, 28 October 2021 at 2:00pm (AEDT).

Agenda Items
Item 1.

Financial Report, Directors' Report and Auditor's Report
To receive and consider the Financial Report of the Company and its controlled entities
and the Reports of the Directors and Auditor for the year ended 30 June 2021.

Item 2.

Remuneration Report
To consider, and if thought fit, to pass, the following as an ordinary resolution:
That the Remuneration Report, as contained in the Directors’ Report for the year
ended 30 June 2021, is adopted.
Note: under sections 250R(2) and (3) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) the vote on
this resolution will be advisory only and will not bind the Company or its Directors.

Item 3.

Re-election of Director
To consider, and if thought fit, to pass, the following as an ordinary resolution:
That, for the purposes of clause 13.1 of the Company's constitution, ASX Listing Rule
14.5, and for all other purposes, Dr Robert A. Figlin, a non-executive director
appointed on 9 December 2016, and being eligible, is re-elected as a director.

Item 4.

Non-executive Directors’ Fees
To consider, and if thought fit, to pass, the following as an ordinary resolution:
That for the purposes of clause 13.4 of the Company's constitution, ASX Listing Rule
10.17 and for all other purposes, the maximum aggregate director's fees that may be
paid to the Directors of the Company as a whole (other than Executive Directors) be
increased by $250,000 per annum from $500,000 per annum to $750,000 per annum.

Item 5.

Grant of Options to the Managing Director and CEO
To consider, and if thought fit, to pass, the following as an ordinary resolution:
That for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 10.14, Chapter 2E of the Corporations Act
2001 (Cth), and for all other purposes, the grant of 701,719 options to Managing
Director and CEO, Dr Andreas Fouras, under the 4DMedical Long Term Incentive Plan
and on the terms described in the explanatory notes accompanying this notice, is
approved.

Item 6.

(a) Ratification of prior issue of shares – March 2021 placement (LR 7.1)
To consider, and if thought fit, to pass, the following as an ordinary resolution:
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That for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 7.4 and for all other purposes, shareholders
approve and ratify the issue of 25,806,436 fully paid ordinary shares in the Company
on 11 March 2021 to certain institutional and professional investors on the terms and
conditions set out in the explanatory notes accompanying this notice.
(b) Ratification of prior issue of shares – April 2021 share purchase plan (LR 7.1)
To consider, and if thought fit, to pass, the following as an ordinary resolution:
That for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 7.4 and for all other purposes, shareholders
approve and ratify the issue of 3,870,954 fully paid ordinary shares in the Company on
7 April 2021 to certain shareholders of the Company on the terms and conditions set
out in the explanatory notes accompanying this notice.
Item 7.

(a) Ratification of prior issue of shares – Tax Exempt Employee Share Plan (LR 7.1)
To consider, and if thought fit, to pass, the following as an ordinary resolution:
That for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 7.4 and for all other purposes, shareholders
approve and ratify the issue of 52,042 fully paid ordinary shares in the Company on 29
June 2021 to certain employees of the 4DMedical group of companies, under the rules
of the 4DMedical Tax Exempt Employee Share Plan and on the terms and conditions
set out in the explanatory notes accompanying this notice.
(b) Approval in respect of the Tax Exempt Employee Share Plan
To consider, and if thought fit, to pass, the following as an ordinary resolution:
That for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 7.1 and in accordance with ASX Listing Rule
7.2 Exception 13 and for all other purposes, the rules of the 4DMedical Tax Exempt
Employee Share Plan (which are summarised in the Explanatory Notes accompanying
this Notice) and the future issue of shares under that plan, be approved.

Voting exclusions
Item 2 – Remuneration Report
The Company will disregard any votes cast on Item 2:
•

by or on behalf of a member of the Company’s key management personnel (KMP) named in
the Company’s Remuneration Report for the year ended 30 June 2021 or their closely related
parties (such as close family members and any controlled companies), regardless of the
capacity in which the vote is cast; or

•

as a proxy by a person who is a member of the Company’s KMP at the date of the Meeting or
their closely related parties.

However, votes will not be disregarded if they are cast as proxy for a person entitled to vote on
Item 2:
•

in accordance with a direction as to how to vote on the voting form; or

•

by the chairman of the Meeting pursuant to an express authorisation to exercise the proxy
even though Item 2 is connected with the remuneration of the Company’s KMP.
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Item 3 – Re-election of Director
The Company will disregard any votes cast in favour of Item 3 by or on behalf of Dr Robert A. Figlin or
any of his associates.
Item 4 – Non-executive Directors’ Fees
The Company will disregard any votes cast in favour of Item 4 by or on behalf of any Director or any
of their associates, unless the vote is cast in favour of Item 4:
•

as proxy for a person who is entitled to vote on the resolution, in accordance with directions
given to the proxy to vote on the resolution in that way; or

•

as proxy for a person entitled to vote on the resolution by the chairman of the Meeting, in
accordance with an express authorisation to exercise the proxy as the chairman decides; or

•

by a holder acting solely in a nominee, trustee, custodial or other fiduciary capacity on behalf
of a beneficiary provided the following conditions are met:
o

the beneficiary provides written confirmation to the holder that the beneficiary is not
excluded from voting, and is not an associate or a person excluded from voting, on the
resolution; and

o

the holder votes on the resolution in accordance with directions given by the
beneficiary to the holder to vote in that way.

Item 5 – Grant of Options to the Managing Director and CEO
The Company will disregard any votes cast in favour of Item 5 by or on behalf of a Director who is
eligible to participate in the 4DMedical Long Term Incentive Plan or an associate of any such person,
regardless of the capacity in which the vote is cast, unless the vote is cast in favour of Item 5:
•

as proxy for a person who is entitled to vote on the resolution, in accordance with directions
given to the proxy to vote on the resolution in that way; or

•

as proxy for a person entitled to vote on the resolution by the chairman of the Meeting, in
accordance with an express authorisation to exercise the proxy as the chairman decides; or

•

by a holder acting solely in a nominee, trustee, custodial or other fiduciary capacity on behalf
of a beneficiary provided the following conditions are met:
o

the beneficiary provides written confirmation to the holder that the beneficiary is not
excluded from voting, and is not an associate or a person excluded from voting, on the
resolution; and

o

the holder votes on the resolution in accordance with directions given by the
beneficiary to the holder to vote in that way.

Item 6 – (a) Ratification of issue of shares pursuant to March 2021 placement; and (b) Ratification of
issue of shares pursuant to April 2021 share purchase plan
The Company will disregard any votes cast in favour of Item 6(a) or Item 6(b) (as applicable) by or on
behalf of any person who participated in the relevant issue or is a counterparty to the relevant
agreement (namely the placement participants) or an associate of that person or those persons,
unless the vote is cast in favour of Item 6(a) or Item 6(b) (as applicable):
©4DMedical Limited
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•

as proxy for a person who is entitled to vote on the resolution, in accordance with directions
given to the proxy to vote on the resolution in that way; or

•

as proxy for a person entitled to vote on the resolution by the chairman of the Meeting, in
accordance with an express authorisation to exercise the proxy as the chairman decides; or

•

by a holder acting solely in a nominee, trustee, custodial or other fiduciary capacity on behalf
of a beneficiary provided the following conditions are met:
o

the beneficiary provides written confirmation to the holder that the beneficiary is not
excluded from voting, and is not an associate or a person excluded from voting, on the
resolution; and

o

the holder votes on the resolution in accordance with directions given by the
beneficiary to the holder to vote in that way.

Item 7 – (a) Ratification of issue of shares under Tax Exempt Employee Share Plan; and (b) Approval
in respect of the Tax Exempt Employee Share Plan
The Company will disregard any votes cast in favour of:
•

Item 7(a), by or on behalf of a person who participated in the issue or counterparty to the
agreement being approved (namely the placement participants) or an associate of that
person or those persons; or

•

Item 7(b), by or on behalf of a person who is a person who is eligible to participate in the
4DMedical Tax Exempt Share Plan or an associate of any such person,

unless the vote is cast on Items 7(a) or 7(b) (as applicable):
•

as proxy for a person who is entitled to vote on the resolution, in accordance with directions
given to the proxy to vote on the resolution in that way; or

•

as proxy for a person entitled to vote on the resolution by the chairman of the Meeting, in
accordance with an express authorisation to exercise the proxy as the chairman decides; or

•

by a holder acting solely in a nominee, trustee, custodial or other fiduciary capacity on behalf
of a beneficiary provided the following conditions are met:
o

the beneficiary provides written confirmation to the holder that the beneficiary is not
excluded from voting, and is not an associate or a person excluded from voting, on the
resolution; and

o

the holder votes on the resolution in accordance with directions given by the
beneficiary to the holder to vote in that way.

Voting Prohibition Statement
In accordance with section 250BD of the Corporations Act, a person appointed as a proxy must not
vote, on the basis of that appointment, on a resolution if:
•

the proxy is either a member of the Company's KMP or a closely related party of such
member; and

•

the appointment does not specify the way the proxy is to vote on the resolution.

However, the above prohibition does not apply if:
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•

the proxy is the chairman; and

•

the appointment expressly authorises the chairman to exercise the proxy even though the
resolution is connected directly or indirectly with remuneration of a member of the Company's
KMP.

Further, in accordance with section 224 of the Corporations Act, a vote on a resolution must not be
cast (in any capacity) by or on behalf of a related party of the Company to whom the resolution
would permit a financial benefit to be given, or an associate of such a related party. However, the
above prohibition does not apply if:
•

it is cast by a person as a proxy appointed by writing that specifies how the proxy is to vote
on the resolution; and

•

it is not cast on behalf of a related party of the Company to whom the resolution would
permit a financial benefit to be given, or an associate of such a related party.

Please note: If the chairman is a person referred to in the section 224 Corporations Act voting
prohibition statement above, the chairman will only be able to cast a vote as proxy for a person who
is entitled to vote if the chairman is appointed as proxy in writing and the Proxy Form specifies how
the proxy is to vote on the relevant resolution.
If you purport to cast a vote other than as permitted above, that vote will be disregarded by the
Company (as indicated above) and you may be liable for breaching the voting restrictions that apply
to you under the Corporations Act.

Dated 28 September 2021
By order of the Board

Charlene Stahr
Company Secretary
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Instructions
Eligibility to vote

The Board has determined that you will be entitled to attend and vote at
the Meeting if you are a registered Shareholder of the Company at 2:00pm
(AEDT) on Tuesday, 26 October 2021. You will be entitled to vote in
respect of the number of shares registered in your name at that time.

Voting by proxy

Each Shareholder may appoint a proxy to vote on behalf of that
Shareholder at the general meeting. The proxy need not be a Shareholder.
A Shareholder who is entitled to cast 2 or more votes may appoint not
more than 2 proxies and may specify the proportion or number of votes
that each proxy is appointed to exercise. If a Shareholder appoints
2 proxies and the appointment does not specify the proportion or number
of Shareholder’s votes each proxy may exercise, each proxy may exercise
half the votes (disregarding fractions).
Proxy appointment is to be completed online through the Link Market
Services voting portal at www.linkmarketservices.com.au. To be effective,
it must be duly completed not less than 48 hours prior to the start of the
general meeting (being by 2:00pm AEDT on Tuesday, 26 October 2021).

Appointing the
chairman as proxy

Subject to the specific proxy provision applying to Item 2 (Remuneration
Report), if you appoint the chairman of the Meeting as your proxy or the
chairman of the Meeting is appointed as your proxy by default and you do
not direct the chairman how to vote on a particular item, the chairman
will vote on that item as he sees fit.
For Item 2 (Remuneration Report), where the chairman is appointed as a
Shareholder’s proxy and that Shareholder has not specified the way in
which the chairman is to vote on Item 2, the Shareholder is directing the
chairman to vote in accordance with the chairman’s voting intentions for
this item of business, even if Item 2 is connected to the Company's KMP
whose remuneration details are included in the remuneration report for
the year ended 30 June 2021.
The chairman intends to vote all available proxies in favour of each
resolution, in the Notice of Meeting, including Item 2.

Body corporate
representative

A Shareholder of the Company who is a body corporate and who is
entitled to attend and vote at the Meeting, or a validly appointed proxy
who is a body corporate and who is appointed by a Shareholder of the
Company entitled to attend and vote at the Meeting, may appoint a
person to act as its representative at the Meeting by providing that person
with:
a) a letter or certificate, executed in accordance with the body
corporate's constitution, authorising the person as the
representative; or
b) a copy of the resolution, certified by the secretary or a director of
the body corporate, appointing the representative.
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How to vote prior to
the Meeting

Shareholders may appoint a proxy online at
www.linkmarketservices.com.au.

How to vote at the
Meeting

As Shareholders will not be able to attend the Meeting in person, they will
have an opportunity to participate virtually via the Company’s online
platform. You will be able to view the Meeting, lodge a vote in real time
and ask questions online. Shareholders can access the platform at:
https://agmlive.link/4DXAGM21.
Shareholders participating in the Meeting using the Company's online
platform with be able to vote between the commencement of the Meeting
(2:00pm AEDT on Thursday, 28 October 2021) and the closure of voting as
announced by the chairman of the Meeting.
More information on how to vote and ask questions online during the
Meeting is available in the Online Platform Guide available on our
website.

How to submit
questions prior to the
Meeting

Shareholders are encouraged to submit questions regarding the items of
business ahead of the Meeting to the Company, as there may not be
sufficient time to respond to all questions raised during the Meeting.
Questions may be submitted online at www.linkmarketservices.com.au by
logging into your holding, selecting vote and then ‘ask a question’.

Browser compatibility

To ensure your browser is compatible, please follow the instructions in the
Online Platform Guide available on our website. It is also recommended
that Shareholders who elect to participate in the Meeting through the
Company’s online platform log into the online platform at least 15
minutes prior to the scheduled start time for the Meeting.

Connectivity

If access to the online platform is interrupted during the Meeting and the
reason for the interruption cannot be resolved within a reasonable time as
determined by the chairman of the Meeting, the Meeting will proceed
without the online participation of Shareholders attending virtually. For
this reason, Shareholders intending to attend the Meeting virtually through
the online platform may also wish to consider appointing a proxy for the
Meeting in the event access to the online platform is unavailable on the
day.
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Explanatory Notes
1.

Background

1.1

Introduction

These Explanatory Notes have been prepared for the information of Shareholders in relation to the
business to be conducted at the Meeting.
The purpose of the Explanatory Notes is to provide Shareholders with all information known to the
Company which is material to a decision on how to vote on the resolutions set out in the
accompanying Notice. It explains the resolutions and identifies the Board's reasons for putting them
to Shareholders.
1.2

Action to be taken by Shareholders

Shareholders should read these Explanatory Notes carefully before deciding how to vote on the
resolutions set out in the Notice.
All Shareholders are invited and encouraged to attend the Meeting virtually. If Shareholders are
unable to participate in the virtual meeting, an electronic proxy form should be completed online
through the Link Market Services voting portal. Lodgement of an electronic proxy form will not
preclude a Shareholder from attending the virtual Meeting and voting at the virtual Meeting, but the
person appointed as the proxy must not exercise the rights conferred by the electronic proxy form.
1.3

COVID-19 Pandemic

The Australian Government has announced a number of measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19,
including requiring people to comply with social distancing and stay at home, except in very limited
circumstances, as well as imposing restrictions on public gatherings. As a result, the Company
considers that it is appropriate that the annual general meeting be held as a virtual meeting only and
that the manner in which it is proposed that this meeting be held will provide Shareholders as a
whole a reasonable opportunity to participate in the Meeting. There will not be a physical meeting
that Shareholders can attend in person.
2.

Resolutions

2.1

Item 1 – Financial Report, Directors' Report and Auditor's Report
In accordance with section 317 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act), the
directors of a public company are required to hold an annual general meeting and present the
financial report for the previous financial year before its shareholders at each meeting.
All relevant information concerning the Company’s financial report, directors’ report and the
auditor’s report for the year ended 30 June 2021 is contained in the “Annual Accounts and
Reports” document (2021 Annual Report). A copy of the 2021 Annual Report is available at:
https://4dmedical.com/investor-services, or on request to the Company Secretary, at
companysecretary@4dmedical.com. A copy of the 2021 Annual Report will also be tabled at
the Meeting.
Voting on this item is not required and a formal resolution to adopt the 2021 Annual Report
will not be put to Shareholders at the Meeting. The purpose of this item is to provide
Shareholders with the opportunity to ask questions or discuss matters arising from them. It is
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not the purpose of the Meeting that any of these reports be accepted, rejected or modified in
any way.
The Company’s auditor (PKF Melbourne) will be present at the Meeting and will be available
to answer questions as to the conduct of the audit and the auditor’s report.
2.2

Item 2 – Adoption of Remuneration Report
The Remuneration Report contained in the Company’s 2021 Annual Report sets out the
remuneration policies of the Company and reports on the remuneration arrangements in place
for the Company’s KMP during the year ended 30 June 2021. Shareholders are encouraged to
submit questions on the Remuneration Report to the Company Secretary in advance of the
Meeting.
Shareholders will have a reasonable opportunity at the Meeting to ask questions about or
make comments on the Remuneration Report.
As prescribed by section 250R of the Corporations Act, the vote on the adoption of the
Remuneration Report is advisory only and does not bind the Directors or the Company.
However, the Board will take the outcome of the vote and discussion at the Meeting into
account in setting remuneration policy for future years.
Recommendation
The Remuneration Report forms part of the Directors' Report for the year ended 30 June 2021
and is made in accordance with a unanimous resolution of the Directors. The non-executive
directors recommend that Shareholders vote in favour of the resolution to approve the
Remuneration Report. The executive directors whose remuneration has been disclosed in the
Remuneration Report are interested in the outcome of this resolution and therefore do not
consider it appropriate to make a recommendation to Shareholders.

2.3

Item 3 – Re-election of Director
Ms Lusia Guthrie
Consistent with the principles of the Company's constitution (Constitution) and director
rotation policy, the Board considered the positions of its longer serving directors. As a part of
this process and following discussions, Ms Lusia Guthrie, who has served as a director of the
Company since 13 December 2017, advised of her intention to retire her position at the
Meeting and not seek re-election. Ms Guthrie’s retirement also provides better clarity to the
governance of the Company’s wholly owned subsidiary, Australian Lung Health Initiative Pty
Ltd (ALHI), which Ms Guthrie will continue to serve as a Non-executive Director and Chair. The
Board thanks Ms Guthrie for her long service and stewardship of the Company as a member of
the Board as well as the Board’s Audit and Risk Committee, including her contributions to the
Company's initial public offering in August 2020. The Board and Management look forward to
continuing to work with Ms Guthrie in her key role as Chair of ALHI.
Dr Robert A. Figlin
Dr Robert A. Figlin was appointed as independent, non-executive director of the Company on
9 December 2016.
The ASX Listing Rules require the Company to hold an election of Directors each year. The
Constitution states that if no person is required to stand for election or re-election due to
director rotation requirements, the Director who has been in office the longest since last being
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elected will stand for re-election. Accordingly, Dr Figlin ceases to hold office in accordance
with clause 13.3(b)(iv) of the Constitution, and being eligible, seeks re-election.
Information about Dr Figlin
Term: Independent non-executive Director since 9 December 2016.
Skills and experience:
Robert A. Figlin, MD, FACP, is the Steven Spielberg Family Chair in Hematology Oncology,
Professor of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences, and Deputy Director for Cedars-Sinai Cancer,
and Deputy Director of the Samuel Oschin Comprehensive Cancer Institute. Dr Figlin received
his medical degree from the Medical College of Pennsylvania. He completed his residency and
chief residency in internal medicine at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center and a fellowship in
hematology/oncology at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA. He is an Emeritus
Professor of Medicine and Urology at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA.
Dr Figlin serves as Editor for Kidney Cancer Journal, and his studies have appeared in Clinical
Cancer Research, Journal of Clinical Oncology, New England Journal of Medicine, The Lancet,
JNCI, Lancet Oncology, and Journal of Urology, among others. He has authored over 400 peer
reviewed articles, more than 70 book chapters, and has published as editor multiple books on
kidney cancer.
A nationally recognized leader in genitourinary and thoracic oncology, Dr Figlin’ s research
focuses on renal cell carcinoma and thoracic malignancies. He established and directs the
Kidney Cancer Program at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, which aims to understand the biology
of kidney cancer and translate that knowledge into novel treatment approaches. His
leadership is in developing novel anticancer drugs that avoid the toxicity associated with
standard treatments furthers Cedars-Sinai’s tradition of compassionate patient care.
Directorships of listed entities (last three years): 4DMedical Limited
Dr Figlin was formerly a non-executive director of Pulse Health LLC (Revelar), until 2019.
Other directorships/offices: Dr Figlin does not currently hold any other corporate directorships
or offices.
Recommendation
The Board (other than Dr Figlin) recommends that Shareholders vote in favour of Item 3.
2.4

Item 4 – Non-executive Directors’ Fees
This item relates to the approval of the Shareholders of the maximum aggregate amount per
annum that may be paid as fees to non-executive directors (Fee Cap). Clause 13.4 of the
Constitution specifies that the total fees payable to Directors are to be determined by the
Shareholders at a general meeting.
In accordance with ASX Listing Rule 10.17, companies are required to obtain shareholder
approval for an increase in the total aggregate amount of directors' fees which are payable to
non-executive directors and under ASX Listing 10.17A must not pay directors' fees that exceed
a shareholder approved cap.
The Directors have recently conducted a review of non-executive Directors' fees and consider
it reasonable and appropriate at this time to seek an increase to the Fee Cap, for the following
reasons:
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•

the increase will provide flexibility for the Company to continue to attract and
retain non-executive Directors of a high calibre;

•

allow for future adjustments to non-executive Directors fees in line with market
conditions;

•

enable the Company to increase the number of non-executive Directors, if the
Board considers it appropriate to do so in the future, as part of the process of
achieving a broad range of skills, experience and expertise on the Board which
are complementary to the Company's business activities; and

•

so as to allow directors of ALHI to receive payment of appropriate director fees.

The Directors do not currently intend to fully utilise any increased Fee Cap, but consider that
the increase is reasonable and appropriate for the reasons outlined above.
The Company will continue to set the actual level of remuneration of its non-executive
Directors within the Shareholder approved Fee Cap, after having regard to independent
external advice, market practice, Board performance and other appropriate factors.
Disclosure of non-executive Directors' remuneration will be made to Shareholders in each
annual remuneration report in accordance with the Corporations Act, the Constitution and the
ASX Listing Rules.
The effect of shareholder approval for Item 4 for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 10.17 is as
follows:
•

If Item 4 is passed, the aggregate maximum director's fees that may be paid to
the Directors of the Company as a whole (other than Executive Directors) will be
$750,000 per annum.

•

If Item 4 is not passed, the aggregate maximum director's fees that may be
paid to the Directors of the Company as a whole (other than Executive
Directors) will be $500,000 per annum.

For the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 10.17, the Company has not issued any securities to a
non-executive director under ASX Listing Rule 10.11 or 10.14 with the approval of the holders
of the entity’s ordinary securities at any time within the preceding 3 years.
Recommendation
The Board makes no recommendation to Shareholders for Item 4 as it involves the payment of
fees to Directors.
2.5

Item 5 – Grant of Options to the Managing Director and CEO
Shareholder approval is sought under ASX Listing Rule 10.14 for the Board to grant 701,719
options (Options) to Dr Andreas Fouras, Founder, Managing Director and CEO of the Company.
ASX Listing Rule 10.14 provides that a listed company must not permit any of the following
persons to acquire equity securities under an employee incentive scheme:
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•

an associate of a director of the company (ASX Listing Rule 10.14.2); or
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•

a person whose relationship within the company or a person referred to in ASX
Listing Rule 10.14.1 or ASX 10.14.2 is such that, in ASX’s opinion, the acquisition
should be approved by its shareholders (ASX Listing Rule 10.14.3),

unless it obtains the approval of its shareholders.
As Dr Fouras is a current Director, the proposed grant of Options to Dr Fouras falls within ASX
Listing Rule 10.14.1 above, and therefore requires the approval of the Company’s shareholders
under ASX Listing Rule 10.14. To this end, Item 5 seeks shareholder approval of the grant of
Options to Dr Fouras under and for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 10.14.
Key terms of the proposed LTI grant
The Options are to be granted as the long term incentive (LTI) component of Dr Fouras’s
remuneration for the year ending 30 June 2022 under the 4DMedical Long Term Incentive Plan
(Incentive Plan). The key terms of the Incentive Plan (which are applicable to the Options) are
summarised in these explanatory notes and Annexure 1.
It is proposed that 701,719 options be granted to Dr Fouras, with an exercise price of $2.60 per
option. The exercise price has been calculated based on a 100% premium to the market value
of Company shares equal to the 30-day volume weighted average price (VWAP) in the period
immediately preceding 9 June 2021. The use of premium priced options is intended to
encourage a focus on growing the Company’s share price and total shareholder returns, as the
Company’s share price will need to increase above the exercise price for the Options to deliver
any value to Dr Fouras.
If shareholder approval for the grant is obtained, the Options will be issued to Dr Fouras as
soon as practicable after the Meeting, but in any event within 12 months after the date of the
Meeting. Details of the grant of Options to Dr Fouras will be published in the Company's 2022
Annual Report, along with a statement that approval for the issue was obtained under ASX
Listing Rule 10.14.
No loan will be made available to Dr Fouras in relation to the acquisition or exercise of the
Options proposed to be granted to him.
Any additional persons covered by ASX Listing Rule 10.14 who becomes entitled to participate
in an issue of securities under the Incentive Plan after the resolution is approved and who were
not named in the notice of meeting will not participate until approval is obtained under that
rule.
An overview of the vesting conditions and other key terms of the proposed grant of Options to
Dr Fouras, including further information required under ASX Listing Rule 10.15, is set out in
Annexure 1.
Effect of shareholder approval
As noted above, the proposed grant of Options to Dr Fouras is conditional on receiving
shareholder approval. The effect of shareholder approval for Item 5 for the purposes of ASX
Listing Rule 10.14 is as follows:
•
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(pursuant to ASX Listing Rule 7.2, Exception 14).
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•

If Item 5 is not passed, the Company will not be able to proceed with the proposed
grant of Options to Dr Fouras. In that circumstance, the Board would then need to
consider alternative remuneration arrangements for Dr Fouras consistent with the
Company’s remuneration principles, such as providing an equivalent long term cash
incentive.

The Company has determined that the proposed grant of Options under the Incentive Plan
pursuant to this Item 5 as part of Dr Fouras’s remuneration package will constitute the giving
of reasonable remuneration for the purposes of Chapter 2E of the Corporations Act and in
particular section 211(1) of the Corporations Act.
A voting exclusion statement applies to Item 5, as set out on page 5 of this notice.
Recommendation
The Board (other than Dr Fouras) recommends that Shareholders vote in favour of Item 5.
2.6

Item 6 – (a) Ratification of issue of shares pursuant to March 2021 placement; and (b)
Ratification of issue of shares pursuant to April 2021 share purchase plan
Shareholder ratification pursuant to ASX Listing Rule 7.4 is sought for issues of fully paid
ordinary shares made by the Company during the last 12 months within the placement limit
set by ASX Listing Rule 7.1.
On 11 March 2021 (Placement Issue Date) and 7 April 2021 (SPP Issue Date), the Company
issued 25,806,436 shares to certain institutional and professional investors (March 2021
Placement) and 3,870,954 shares to certain existing shareholders (April 2021 Share Purchase
Plan) respectively, at an issue price of $1.55 per share.
Broadly speaking, and subject to specified exceptions under ASX Listing Rule 7.2, ASX Listing
Rule 7.1 provides that a company must not issue shares during any 12-month period in excess
of 15% of the number of shares on issue at the commencement of that period without
shareholder approval.
The March 2021 Placement and April 2021 Share Purchase Plan do not fit within any of the
exceptions in the ASX Listing Rules and, as they are not yet approved by the Company’s
shareholders, use up part of the Company’s 15% placement capacity defined by ASX Listing
Rule 7.1.
ASX Listing Rule 7.4 sets out an exception to ASX Listing Rule 7.1 by permitting the ratification
of previous shares issues that were not made under an exception under ASX Listing Rule 7.2 or
with shareholder approval, provided that such issues do not breach the 15% threshold set out
by ASX Listing Rule 7.1. If shareholders approve the ratification of such previous issues at a
general meeting, those shares will be deemed to have been issued with shareholder approval
for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 7.1.
The Company wishes to retain as much flexibility as possible to issue equity securities in the
future and therefore seeks shareholder ratification of the:
a) March 2021 Placement; and
b) April 2021 Share Purchase Plan,
pursuant to ASX Listing Rule 7.4.
The effect of shareholder approval for Items 6(a) and 6(b) is as follows:
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•

If Items 6(a) and 6(b) are passed, the March 2021 Placement and April 2021
Share Purchase Plan will be excluded in calculating the Company’s 15%
placement capacity under ASX Listing Rule 7.1, effectively increasing the
number of equity securities the Company can issue without shareholder
approval over the 12-month period following the Placement Issue Date and SPP
Issue Date.

•

If Items 6(a) and 6(b) are not passed, the March 2021 Placement and April
2021 Share Purchase Plan will be included in calculating the Company’s 15%
placement capacity under ASX Listing Rule 7.1, effectively decreasing the
number of equity securities the Company can issue without shareholder
approval over the 12-month period following the Placement Issue Date and SPP
Issue Date.

Specific information regarding Items 6(a) and 6(b)
The March 2021 Placement and April 2021 Share Purchase Plan were undertaken within the
Company’s 15% placement capacity.
In accordance with ASX Listing Rule 7.5, which contains requirements as to the contents of a
notice sent to shareholders for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 7.4, the following information
is provided to shareholders:
March 2021 Placement

April 2021 Share Purchase
Plan

Number of shares issued

25,806,436 fully paid
ordinary shares

3,870,954 fully paid
ordinary shares

Issue price and issue date

$1.55 per share, 11 March
2021

$1.55 per share, 7 April
2021

Recipients of issue

Certain institutional and
professional investors,
including existing
institutional shareholders
of the Company and
additional investors
introduced by the joint
lead managers to the
placement.

Certain Eligible
Shareholders, being
holders of the Company’s
shares at 7pm AEDT on 3
March 2021, with an
address on the Company’s
share register in Australia
or New Zealand, who duly
applied to purchase
shares under the April
2021 Share Purchase Plan.

Terms of issue

Fully paid ordinary shares
ranking equally with other
existing fully paid ordinary
shares in the Company.

Fully paid ordinary shares
ranking equally with other
existing fully paid ordinary
shares in the Company.

Purpose of issue and use
of funds

The proceeds from the
issue of shares will be
used to finance the
Company’s contribution to

The proceeds from the
issue of shares will be
used to finance the
Company’s contribution to
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the development and
commercialisation of XVD
Scanners under the
Australian Lung Health
Initiative Pty Ltd’s MRFF
Frontier project and
flexibility to pursue growth
opportunities.

the development and
commercialisation of XVD
Scanners under the
Australian Lung Health
Initiative Pty Ltd’s MRFF
Frontier project and
flexibility to pursue growth
opportunities.

The voting exclusion statement for this resolution is contained in the Notice of Annual General
Meeting.
Recommendation
The Board recommends that Shareholders vote in favour of Items 6(a) and 6(b).
2.7

Item 7 – (a) Ratification of issue of shares under Tax Exempt Employee Share Plan; and (b)
Approval in respect of the Tax Exempt Employee Share Plan
Item 7(a)
The Company determined to introduce the 4DMedical Tax Exempt Employee Share Plan
(Exempt Plan) and the rules of the Exempt Plan were approved by the Board on 2 June 2021.
The Exempt Plan allows qualifying employees to acquire up to $1,000 of the Company's shares
each year on a tax exempt basis. A copy of the Exempt Plan is available on the Company
website at https://4dmedical.com/corporate-governance.
The Company has previously set up the "4DMedical Employee Share Trust" (Trust), being an
employee share trust established by the Company for the purpose of subscribing for or
acquiring, delivering, allocating and holding shares for the benefit of selected participants in
the Incentive Plan. The current trustee of the Trust is Pacific Custodians Pty Limited ACN 009
682 866. The Exempt Plan and the Trust also work together.
Shareholder ratification is being sought pursuant to ASX Listing Rule 7.4 for the June 2021
Exempt Plan Issue, so that it too does not count towards the Company's placement capacity
afforded by ASX Listing Rule 7.1.
As mentioned above, broadly speaking, and subject to a number of exceptions, ASX Listing
Rule 7.1 limits the amount of equity securities that a listed company can issue without the
approval of its shareholders over any 12 month period to 15% of the fully paid ordinary
securities it had on issue at the start of the period. The June 2021 Exempt Plan Issue does not
fit within any of these exceptions and, as it has not yet been approved by the Company’s
shareholders, it effectively uses up part of the 15% limit in Listing Rule 7.1, reducing the
Company’s capacity to issue further equity securities without shareholder approval under
Listing Rule 7.1 for the 12 month period following the issue date.
Listing Rule 7.4 allows shareholders of a listed company to approve an issue of equity
securities after it has been made or agreed to be made. If they do, the issue is taken to be
approved under Listing Rule 7.1 and so does not reduce the Company’s capacity to issue
further equity securities without shareholder approval under that rule. The Company wishes to
retain as much flexibility as possible to issue additional equity securities into the future
without having to obtain shareholder approval for such issues under Listing Rule 7.1. To this
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end, Item 7(a) seeks shareholder approval of the issue of June 2021 Exempt Plan Issue under
and for the purposes of Listing Rule 7.4.
If Item 7(a) is passed, the June 2021 Exempt Plan Issue will be excluded in calculating the
Company’s 15% limit in Listing Rule 7.1, effectively increasing the number of equity securities it
can issue without shareholder approval over the 12 month period following the issue date of
the June 2021 Exempt Plan Issue. If Item 7(a) is not passed, the June 2021 Exempt Plan Issue
will be included in calculating the Company’s 15% limit in Listing Rule 7.1, effectively
decreasing the number of equity securities it can issue without shareholder approval over the
12 month period following the issue date of the June 2021 Exempt Plan Issue.
In accordance with ASX Listing Rule 7.5, which contains requirements as to the contents of a
notice sent to shareholders for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 7.4, the following information
is provided to shareholders:
June 2021 Exempt Plan Issue
Number of shares issued

52,042

Issue price and issue date

$1.2743 per share, 29 June 2021

Recipients of issue

Employees of the 4DMedical group of
companies, excluding the Managing
Director & CEO.

Terms of issue

Fully paid ordinary shares ranking
equally with other existing fully paid
ordinary shares in the Company.

Purpose of issue

Employee share plan: to assist in the
reward, retention and motivation of
employees, and to align the economic
interests of those employees with
shareholders by providing an
opportunity to earn rewards via an
equity interest in the Company.

Use of funds

N/A

The voting exclusion statement for Item 7(a) is contained in the Notice of Meeting.
Item 7(b)
ASX Listing Rule 7.1 requires that a company obtain shareholder approval prior to the issue of
securities representing more than 15% of the issued capital of the Company. ASX Listing Rule
7.2 set out a number of exceptions to ASX Listing Rule 7.1. ASX Listing Rule 7.2 (Exception 13)
provides that an issue of securities under an employee incentive scheme, if within three years
before the date of issue the shareholders of the company approved the issue of securities
under the scheme, will not count for the purposes of ASX Listing Rule 7.1.
The key terms and conditions of the Exempt Plan and the Trust are summarised as follows:
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•

the purpose of the Exempt Plan is to assist in the reward, retention and motivation
of employees, and to align the economic interests of those employees with
shareholders by providing an opportunity to earn rewards via an equity interest in
the Company;

•

"qualifying employees" are able to receive $1,000 worth of fully paid ordinary
shares in the Company tax free. The $1,000 tax exemption is only available to
"qualifying employees", being those Australian based employees with an adjusted
taxable income of $180,000 or less for the year of allocation. Adjusted taxable
income is the sum of taxable income, reportable fringe benefits, reportable
superannuation contributions, and total net investment loss. If an employee's
adjusted taxable income is more than $180,000 for the year of allocation or resides
overseas, the market value of the shares at allocation must be included in their
assessable income;

•

the shares acquired under the Exempt Plan are not subject to forfeiture upon an
employee ceasing employment with the Company;

•

the shares acquired under the Exempt Plan are restricted from disposal or from
being otherwise dealt from their acquisition date until the earlier of three years or
the day after the date on which the employee ceases to be employed; and

•

the Company will instruct the trustee of the Trust (Trustee), to subscribe for,
acquire and/or allocate the number of shares which a participant is entitled to
receive, and the Trustee will hold those shares on behalf of the participant. Where
the Trustee holds shares on behalf of a participant, the participant will continue to
retain and benefit from full dividend rights, voting rights and the right to receive
notices of meetings. Participants may withdraw their shares from the Trust once
the applicable disposal restrictions have ceased, by submitting a withdrawal
notice to the Company.

On 29 June 2021 the Company issued 52,042 shares under the Exempt Plan to the Company's
employees (June 2021 Exempt Plan Issue).
The Board seeks approval to issue shares under the Exempt Plan for three years from 28
October 2021, in accordance with the provisions of the Exempt Plan thereby giving the
Company greater flexibility to make future issues of shares under its placement capacity
afforded by ASX Listing Rule 7.1.
The maximum number of shares proposed to be issued by the Company in respect of the
Exempt Plan over the next three years is 500,000 shares.
If Item 7(b) is not approved, the issue of shares on 29 June 2021 and any future issue of
shares under the Exempt Plan will count towards the Company's placement capacity under
ASX Listing Rule 7.1.
The voting exclusion statements for Item 7(b) is contained in the Notice of Meeting.
Recommendation
The non-executive directors recommend that Shareholders vote in favour of Items 7(a) and
7(b). The executive directors may be interested in the outcome of this resolution and
therefore do not consider it appropriate to make a recommendation to Shareholders.
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Annexure 1
Key terms of the proposed grant of Options to the Managing Director and CEO
Total remuneration package (FY22)
Dr Andreas Fouras’s total remuneration package for FY22 is US$735,937.50, which comprises fixed
remuneration (i.e. cash base salary) of US$375,000, a short term incentive opportunity of up to
US$210,937.50, and a long term incentive opportunity for FY22 of up to US$150,000 (as noted below).
Details of the proposed grant
The maximum number of options to be issued under the 4DMedical Long Term Incentive Plan to Dr
Fouras is 701,719 options.
The number of options has been calculating by converting Dr Fouras’s US based long term incentive
opportunity for FY22 of US$150,000 into Australian dollars using an AUD/USD exchange rate of 0.7,
then dividing the dollar value of Dr Fouras’s by the value of an option being $0.3054.
The value of an option has been calculated by the Company using a Black-Scholes pricing
methodology, based on the 30-day VWAP in the period preceding 9 June 2021, and the exercise price
per option has been set at a 100% premium to that 30-day VWAP (refer below).
Each option proposed to be granted to Dr Fouras will provide a right to acquire one fully paid ordinary
share in the Company (less the exercise price).
Dr Fouras has previously been granted 914,000 options under the 4DMedical Long Term Incentive
Plan (which was adopted in 2020) at no cost to Dr Fouras, and with each option then having an
exercise price of $1.45.
Price payable on grant or exercise
The Options will be granted for no consideration or payment.
Dr Fouras will be required to pay an exercise price of $2.60 per option to exercise those Options
following vesting. This has been calculated based on a 100% premium to the market value of the
Company’s shares equal to the 30-day VWAP in the period preceding 9 June 2021.
Premium priced options have been used to incentivise Dr Fouras to drive share price performance in
the interests of the Company’s shareholders, as the market price at the time of exercise will need to
exceed the exercise price for the Options to deliver any value to Dr Fouras.
Performance period
The performance period is three years commencing on 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2024.
Performance conditions
Dr Fouras must remain employed by the Company group for the performance period in order for the
Options to vest and become exercisable from 1 July 2024.
Expiry date
The Options if unexercised will expire on 1 July 2025.
No disposal
The Options may not be assigned, transferred or encumbered with a security interest by Dr Fouras
unless otherwise agreed by the Board or that assignment or transfer occurs by force of law on the
death of Dr Fouras.
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No voting or dividend rights
The Options do not give Dr Fouras any voting rights or any right to participate in any dividends until
the Options have been exercised into shares.
Treatment on cessation of employment
If Dr Fouras ceases employment with the Company group prior to the Options vesting, the treatment
of those Options will depend on the circumstances of his cessation:
•

in ‘ineligible leaver’ circumstances (i.e. for dismissal for cause or resignation), all unvested
Options will lapse (unless the Board determines otherwise); and

•

in ‘eligible leaver’ circumstances (i.e. for reasons which are not as an ‘ineligible leaver’),
treatment will be at the discretion of the Board (and subject to applicable law). The Board’s
intention is that the Options would be pro-rated to time (based on the proportion of the
performance period that has passed at the time of cessation) and left on foot to vest in the
ordinary course.

Forfeiture
The Board may elect to forfeit any unvested options if Dr Fouras acts fraudulently or dishonestly, or
wilfully breaches his duties to the Company as its related bodies corporate.
Change of control
Where a Change of Control Event (as defined below) occurs during the performance period, any
unvested options held by Dr Fouras will vest on a pro-rata basis to time, based on the proportion of
the performance period that has passed at the time of the Change of Control Event (unless the Board
determines otherwise). All remaining options will lapse.
A Change of Control Event occurs where:
•

where a person or entity becomes a legal or beneficial owner of 50% or more of the issued
share capital of the Company;

•

where a person or entity becomes entitled to, acquires, holds or has an equitable interest in
more than 50% of the issued share capital of the Company; or

•

the Board determines that there are circumstances that have occurred or are likely to occur
which will result in significant changes to the structure or control of the Company which may
adversely affect the value of the options.

Shares
When Dr Fouras exercises any vested options, the Company will instruct the Trustee to subscribe for,
acquire and/or allocate the number of shares for which Dr Fouras is entitled to upon the exercise, and
the Trustee will hold those shares on behalf of Dr Fouras. Where the Trustee holds those shares on
behalf of Dr Fouras, he will continue to retain and benefit from full dividend rights, voting rights and
the right to receive notices of meetings in relation to those shares. Dr Fouras may withdraw some or
all of those shares from the Trust at any time, subject to any applicable disposal restrictions, by
submitting a withdrawal notice to the Company.
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